NRH WS365 Residential Pool/Spa
Owner’s Safety Manual

Introduction: Residential Pool/Spa Owner’s Safety Manual
Why are we here?
Recently, we learned in the hardest way possible that drowning is the leading cause of unintentional death for
kids ages 1 - 4. Worse yet, it's the 5th leading cause of death overall in children of all ages. Recently, in our
city, a four year old boy lost his life in a tragic drowning accident in his own backyard. It happened just. like.
that...quickly and silently, before his mom had time to know.
And we never want that to happen to anyone else ever again. Our goal is “Not One More”—not in our city.
What This Manual Is:
Most child drownings will happen in a residential swimming pool, so we want to make sure that our residents
(especially those living in the approximately 4300 NRH households with a backyard swimming pool) have all of
the information they need to keep themselves and their families safe.
We hope that the information contained in this manual will be helpful to you as a pool/spa owner. If you have
any questions, please don’t hesitate to call Consumer Health at 817-427-6650 to request a courtesy residential
pool/spa safety consultation. This consultation is an opportunity to have a trained fire inspector and/or health
inspector visit on site to talk with the people living there about how to prevent drowning, to look at the
property to see if there are any obvious health and safety hazards that could be fixed, and to make
recommendations about actions that could be taken to help prevent drowning. Additionally, this consultation
is an opportunity for residents to make a connection with someone they can call if they have future questions.
What This Manual Is Not:
This manual is not intended to precede enforcement action. We are not here to try and “nail” anyone for code
violations. Our sole purpose is to help educate you on how to keep your family safe.
We are not here to encourage you to buy anything, and we’re not allowed to recommend contractors.
This manual is not meant to provide a comprehensive analysis of what condition your swimming pool/spa is in,
or to assess what your swimming pool might be “worth”.

Drowning is 100% preventable. We’re here to help you by giving you
information you need to protect you and your family from drowning.

The Statistics:


Drowning is the leading cause of unintentional, injury-related death in ages 1-4, and the second
leading cause in ages 1-14.



In the DFW area, fatal drownings occurred:
o 42% in a residential swimming pool,
o 28% in an apartment or community swimming pool,
o 21% in a lake/pond/creek/etc.,
o 9% in a hot tub or bath tub.

42% of drownings
happened in residential
swimming pools



Most drownings happen between the hours of 2 PM and 8 PM.



In our area, 76% of fatal drowning victims were male.



In 50-90% of residential drownings, a safe pool fence would have prevented the drowning.



Most children who drown are out of sight or missing for less than 5 minutes and usually
in the presence of one or both parents.



Drowning is quick and silent. A drowning victim is unable to splash or ask for help.

Identifying Drowning Hazards Around the Home
When most people think of drowning hazards around the home, they think of swimming pools. While a
swimming pool is definitely a drowning hazard, don’t forget to look for other hazards around your home. It
only takes an inch or two of water for a child to drown, so don’t forget to watch out for these drowning
hazards around your home in addition to your swimming pool:








Hot Tubs, Spas, and Whirlpools
Bathtubs and Sinks
“Fill and Drain” Pools, Kiddie Pools
Ponds and Water Fountains
Buckets and Pails, Especially 5 Gallon Buckets and Water Pails
Toilets
Irrigation Ditches, Post Holes, and Wells

Once you’ve identified the drowning hazards around your home, it’s important to know that there is no one
thing you can do to prevent drowning.
Instead, you should put as many layers of protection in place as possible to delay access to drowning hazards
and ensure that if there’s an emergency, you have what you need to save someone.
You should also practice the “ABCs of drowning prevention”. In this manual, we will provide more
information to you about the layers of protection and the “ABCs of drowning prevention”.

A

Active Adult Supervision
Never leave kids alone near water
and use a Water Watcher

B

Barriers to prevent Access
Gates, fences and other tools
prevent access to water

C

CPR & Lessons
Even the best swimmers can benefit
from swim lessons

D

Devices
Use life vests, use safe drain covers
and keep safety equipment nearby

E

Every Day
Practice Prevention through
Attention 365 days a year

Active Adult Supervision
Practice PREVENTION through ATTENTION
Whether it’s a bathtub or a swimming pool, kids should never be alone around water, not even for a second. Text
messages, the doorbell, or any other distraction can wait. Adults should maintain eye-to-eye contact with kids around
water at all times, and stay within arm’s reach of kids who can’t swim well.

Nobody is “Drown Proof”
Drowning can still occur even if everyone knows how to swim. Falls, injuries, exhaustion, and entrapments can still lead
to drowning, so make it a rule in your family that everyone swims with a buddy, and kids never go near water without
an adult. Do not rely on older children or teens to watch younger children, and never assume that because children are
wearing a life jackets or sitting in “bath chairs”, they can be left alone; there is no substitute for supervision. Make sure
you are there with them, or take them with you.

Designate a Water Watcher
In many drowning events, several adults were present and
standing around during a drowning, but thought that
someone else was watching the water. When children are
swimming and there are several adults present, make sure
kids are actively supervised at all times by choosing a
Water Watcher.
A Water Watcher is a responsible adult who agrees to give
his or her undivided attention to the kids in the water while
wearing a “Water Watcher” tag. This means 100%
attention, no distractions, no excuses.
After a certain amount of time (such as 15-minutes), the
Water Watcher card is passed to another adult, who is then responsible for the active supervision. The Water Watcher
should have a cell phone nearby for emergencies, but should not be looking at it, and should avoid poolside chats while
“on duty”. The water watcher should also regularly scan the bottom of the pool.

Teaching Kids “Always with an Adult”
Before anything else, teach kids and teens that they should never be around the water without an adult. There are many
resources that can help you talk with your kids about water safety, including our free water safety color and learn book
which can be downloaded here: http://nrhws365.com . For young children (ages 1-6), the “Stewie the Duck” app is a
great resource for teaching about water safety and never going around water without an adult.
Although you shouldn’t rely on older children to watch younger children, teach older children and teens to watch out for
younger kids around the water, and make sure all older kids and teens in the house know to “Throw, Don’t Go” if they
see someone in need of water rescue. Find more information about this under “Classes”.

Active Adult Supervision

You can download the above water watcher card here:
http://www.poolsafely.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/CPSC-Water-Watcher-English.pdf

You can download the above water watcher card here:
https://www.safekids.org/other-resource/water-watcher-card

Barriers
Preventing Access
A safe barrier prevents a child from going OVER, UNDER, or THROUGH the barrier and keeps children from accessing
the pool/spa/etc. when supervising adults are not present.
In 50-90% of home pool drownings, a safe pool fence could have prevented the drowning.
Don’t forget about bathtubs and toilets—if you have young children, install child-proof latches on toilets or a latch on
the bathroom door that is out of children’s reach (for example, a “hook” style latch).
Teach kids not to play on fences or pool covers, and never to go through a gate to a pool or spa without an adult.

Is My Pool Barrier Good Enough?
Barriers can be permanent or temporary, but they should meet the guidelines found here:
https://www.cpsc.gov/s3fs-public/pdfs/blk_media_SafetyBarrierGuidelinesResPools.pdf
This is the “Safety Barrier Guidelines for Residential Pools” produced by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission.
You will receive a copy of this document during the residential pool safety consultation, or you can request one by
emailing nrhws365@nrhtx.com. If you have any questions, call NRH Consumer Health at 817-427-6650.

Watch Out for Climbing Hazards and Door/Gate Issues
Don’t forget to check for climbing hazards that would allow children to climb
a fence or barrier.
Examples of climbing hazards include picnic tables, flowerpots, trees, or
storage containers. Keep these items 36” or farther away from the barrier.
Make sure everyone knows that gates and doors that lead to water should
always stay closed. They should also be self-closing and self-latching. Install
keyless latches (i.e. hook style) out of reach of children on doors that lead
to the pool, and store toys away from the water to avoid tempting tiny feet.

Sound the Alarm
Alarms should be installed on all exterior openings that provide access to a swimming pool, spa, or hot tub. NRH
ordinance has specific requirements for these types of alarms that can found here:
http://nrhtx.com/971/Swimming-Pools
Alarms can be installed which have to be deactivated in order to open the door, and can also be installed inside the
pool which detect if the surface of the water is disturbed.
Keep alarms working, even if they’re sometimes a nuisance, and don’t forget to change the batteries during Daylight
Savings Time if alarms are not hard-wired.

Classes
Learn to Swim
Participation in formal swimming lessons reduces the risk of
drowning in ages 1-4 by 88%.
Even very young children can learn how to float and paddle to
safety, so enroll children in age-appropriate swim lessons
taught by a qualified instructor. NRH Centre offers swim lessons
for all age groups year round: http://www.nrhcentre.com
Everyone in the family should be able to swim; take swim
lessons if you don’t know how to swim yourself. Remember—
even strong swimmers should never swim alone.

CPR/First Aid
When someone has drowned, seconds count. Studies show that CPR doubles the victim’s chance of survival, so make
sure that everyone in the house over the age of 9 years old (including parents, grandparents, and babysitters) knows
CPR, rescue techniques, and to call 9-1-1. We also recommend posting CPR instructions near pools, spas, and hot tubs.
The North Richland Hills Fire Department offers monthly CPR/First Aid classes. You can find the schedule here:
http://nrhtx.com/160/CPR-Training

Pool Operator Certification
If you’re operating a swimming pool, spa, or hot tub, we recommend that you get some sort of pool operator
certification. These classes are of tremendous help in explaining how pool/spa equipment works, how to safely maintain
pool equipment, and how to maintain water chemistry.
City of Fort Worth offers local Pool Operator classes. You can find the schedule here:
http://fortworthtexas.gov/health/pool-operator/
NSPF offers a helpful online “Home Pool Essentials” class here: https://www.nspf.org/content/home-pool-essentials-2
You can also become a Certified Pool Operator through NSPF: https://www.nspf.org/course-locations

Pool Rules and Emergency Plans
Make sure that everyone knows what the water safety rules are. We recommend posting major rules such as “No
Diving” and “No Kids Around the Water Without an Adult”.
Everyone over the age of 9 should also understand what to do in case of an emergency. Make sure everyone knows to
call 911, to “Reach, Throw, Don’t Go” whenever possible, and about the dangers of secondary drowning.

If a Child is Missing, Check the Water First
Always check the water first for a missing child, and make sure your neighbors know you have a pool/spa. Make sure
to look at the bottom of the pool or spa—do not quickly scan the top and move on, because children who drown can
sink to the bottom and appear as shadows.

Children’s Books About Water Safety/Swimming
Available at NRH Library
Title

Author

Description

Captain Paxton’s Water Safety
Adventure

NRH WS 365 Coalition

A free storybook and coloring book about water
safety rules that can be downloaded for your use
at http://nrhws365.com
Written for children ages two through six, the
book conveys an important message of how to
be safe near the water, through the story of
Stewie, a duck who wants to swim with the 'big
ducks' but is prevented from going in the water
by his older sisters until he learns the water
safety rules.
The book, written for children ages two through
seven, addresses the skills and fears children
face when they first start taking swimming
lessons.
This is the story of a newly born otter named
Josh and how he learns to float and swim with
the help of some new friends. Josh's mother
Clare explains why it is so important for children
to stay away from water unless they are with an
adult.
Dora and Boots go to the beach, but before they
can have fun, Mariana the mermaid has to teach
Boots how to swim.
Baby Leo loves the water, so his father takes him
to swim class with the other toddlers.
Froggy is afraid of the water until his mother,
along with his flippers, snorkle, and mask, help
him learn to swim.
Going swimming for the first time together,
Maisy, Eddie, and Tallulah venture into the pool
and adjust to the cold water while learning how
to kick, float, and blow bubbles
One very hot summer, Eric Dooley watches his
younger sister go from her first swimming lesson
all the way to the diving board, while his fear of
the water keeps him from joining her.
Caillou's a bit afraid of the big pool. But as Daddy
teaches him to swim, his confidence grows
Presents information about swimming, including
how the arms and legs move and how to breathe
while moving through the water.
A young child teaches her toys, dolls, and action
figures the water safety rules she has learned.

Stewie the Duck Learns to Swim Kim and Stew Leonard, Jr.
(Can Also Be Downloaded onto
your Phone as a Free App!)

Swimming Lessons with Stewie
the Duck

Kim and Stew Leonard, Jr.

Josh the Baby Otter

Blake Collingsworth

Swim Boots Swim!

Phoebe Beinstein

Leo Can Swim

Anna McQuinn

Froggy Learns to Swim

Jonathan London

Maisy Learns to Swim

Lucy Cousins

The Boy Who Wouldn’t Swim

Deb Lucke

Caillou Learns to Swim

Sarah Margaret Johanson

You Can Be a Swimmer

Alix Wood

Be Safe Around Water

Bridget Heos

These are only a few of the many books about water safety and swimming available at the NRH library! Ask
our librarians to help you find the perfect book for you! http://www.library.nrhtx.com

Devices
Personal Flotation Devices (PFD)/Life Vests
When on open water, everyone needs to wear a US Coast Guard
Approved PFD (life vest). Adult life vests do not work for kids.
Always look for the USCG label and make sure you have the right type of
life vest for the purpose.
https://www.uscgboating.org/images/howtochoosetherightlifejacket_broc
hure.pdf
Never use floaties or water wings—they are just toys and are not
approved to prevent drowning.
Teach kids to always wear their life vests around the water, and always to
buckle up the life vest. The fit should be a snug fit—the life vest should
not be loose at all. Buckles on life vests should always be closed.
Don’t remove the life vest until outside of the pool enclosure or inside the house. Many drowning victims have jumped
back into the pool or spa while parents were removing other childrens’ life vests or getting things together to leave.

Rescue Equipment
At poolside, mount a shepherd’s crook on a fiberglass, non-telescoping pole; a ring buoy with safety line; pool
noodles; and CPR instructions.
Make sure rescue equipment is accessible and in good working condition, and that all adults know where the
equipment is located.
Keep a cell phone or land line phone available for emergencies.
Don’t let anyone play with dedicated rescue equipment.

Drains and Suction Outlets
Swimming pool drains are not like bathtub drains—swimming pool
drains are more like the end of a vacuum cleaner hose. A pump pulls
water in through the drains, and can also pull swimmers down, or
swimmers can get stuck in broken or loose drain covers. This is called
entrapment.
Because of entrapment, it is very important to look at the drains
before swimming. If you cannot see the drains, or if a drain cover is
broken or missing, it is not safe to swim!

Teach kids to never play near drains.

Devices
Drains and Suction Outlets (Continued)
A simple way to decrease the risk of entrapment is to make sure your drain system and covers are “VGB compliant”.
“VGB” refers to the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act of 2008. This Act only applies to public pools and
spas, but will help prevent entrapment in residential pools as well.
NSPF offers a free online course about this Act here:
https://www.nspf.org/virginia-graeme-baker-pool-spa-safety-act-online-course
There are several ways to decrease the risk of entrapment, including:
- Increasing the number or size of drains and suction outlets;
- Make sure that all drains and suction outlets have an adequate VGB compliant cover; and,
- Installing a Safety Vacuum Release System (SVRS) or similar system.

The picture on the left above is an example of a dangerous, non-VGB compliant drain cover. These types of drain
covers are usually flat, and usually do not have any markings. If you have this style of drain cover, the first step you can
take to prevent entrapment is to replace the drain cover with a VGB-compliant drain cover like those shown in the
picture on the right. We recommend using a cover that comes with stainless steel or brass fasteners to avoid corrosion.
VGB complaint drain covers are stamped with specific information that will help you determine if the cover is right for
your pool or spa. VGB compliant drain covers are marked “VGB 2008”. They are also marked with a maximum flow rate
for each cover; you must make sure that your pump does not exceed the maximum flow rate marked on the drain
cover. Most importantly, VGB compliant covers and grates are marked with a life expectancy; these covers must be
changed when they have exceeded their life expectancy, or if any signs of damage occur.
Several systems exist, such as a safety vacuum release system, which can also be installed on your pump to help
prevent entrapment. Many of these systems need to be tested periodically to stay in good working order.
If a swimmer gets stuck on a drain or suction outlet, the most important thing to know is that you must turn the
pump off before you will be able to release the swimmer from the drain. Know how to turn off your circulation pump
in the event of an emergency, and keep scissors or shears available in a first aid kit near your pool or spa in case you
need to cut hair or clothing that might become trapped in a cover.

Important Things to Know About Pool/Spa Water Chemistry
Just because it is clear, doesn’t mean it is safe!
A lot of people like to think about water in the pool/spa as being similar to
drinking water, but it’s not—it’s shared bath water! When swimmers share the
pool, they can also share bacteria, viruses, and parasites with each other if the
pool water chemistry is not maintained.
Most pools and spas use free chlorine* as a sanitizer to kill germs. It’s very
important to make sure to monitor the levels of free chlorine, pH, and cyanuric
acid (stabilizer) to make sure that swimmers will be protected from illness or
injury. Maintaining water chemistry at acceptable levels also helps protect
your investment, because when water chemistry is not within acceptable levels,
the equipment and structure of your pool or spa can be damaged.
These are the ideal levels for free chlorine, pH, and cyanuric acid:
 Free Chlorine*: 2-8 parts per million
 pH: 7.2-7.8
 Cyanuric Acid: 20-30 parts per million (ideal), NEVER higher than 90 parts per million.
If levels of the above chemicals are outside of the ideal levels, swimmers can get sick or get hurt*. Just because the
water is clear, does not mean that the water is safe; the only way to know is to use a test kit to measure the levels. We
recommend using a test kit that measures free chlorine using the “DPD” method (DPD is a special type of chemical
used to detect chlorine). We do not recommend using test strips, because they are very inaccurate.
If the water in your pool/spa is murky and you can’t see the bottom of the pool, this is a sign that the water chemistry
is not within acceptable limits and it is not safe to swim.
We recommend obtaining pool operator training so that you can understand pool water chemistry, but you can also
contact NRH Consumer Health at 817-427-6650 if you have questions about pool water chemistry.

Choosing a Pool Maintenance Professional
It’s likely that you’re using a professional company to help maintain your pool/spa water chemistry. If this is the case,
here are a few questions to ask before hiring the company:
 Does the company have liability insurance?
 Does the technician who will be working on your pool/spa have NSPF Certified Pool Operator training (or the
equivalent)? If so, ask for a copy of the class certificate. If not, find another company!
 How often will the company test your pool water chemistry, and what method will they be using? Will the
company be using the DPD method to test for chlorine? Will the company test for both total and free chlorine?
 Will the company test not only for critical water chemistry levels (i.e. chlorine, pH, cyanuric acid), but also for
temperature, total alkalinity, calcium hardness, and total dissolved solids to make sure that the water is
properly balanced (i.e. it will not cause damage to equipment because it is not corrosive or scaling)?
 Will the company take care of breakpoint chlorination to remove combined chlorine, or will this cost extra?
What about hyperchlorination to kill Cryptosporidium?
 Ask the company for a list of customer references. Contact the references to learn what their experiences were
before, during and after work was done.
*Some pools/spas use free bromine as a sanitizer. Chlorine and bromine must not be used together. Contact Consumer Health at 817-427-6650 if
you have questions about using free bromine as a sanitizer.

Electrical Safety
Don’t Swim with Shocks!
The US Consumer Product Safety Commission has reports of 14 deaths related to electrocutions in swimming pools from
2004 to 2014. Hot tubs and spas may present the same electrical hazards as swimming pools.

What is electrocution?
Electrocution is death by an electrical shock. Wet skin or wet surfaces, such as grass or a pool deck, can greatly increase
the chance of electrocution when electricity is present.

Where would I find electricity around pools, hot tubs, spas, boat docks, etc?








Underwater lights,
Electric pool equipment (pumps, filters, vacuum, etc.),
Extension and power cords,
Electrical outlets or switches,
Radios, stereos, TVs and other electrical products,
Overhead power lines, and
Internal boat wiring.

How do I know if I or someone else may be receiving an electrical shock?




Swimmers may feel a tingling sensation, experience muscle cramps, and/or not be able to move at all and/or
feel as if something is holding them in place.
You may see unsettled or panic behavior by others in the water, one or more passive or motionless swimmer in
the water, swimmers actively moving away from a specific area or from a motionless swimmer, and/or
underwater lights that are not working properly (i.e. lights are on when they should not be one, lights flickering).
The pool operator or lifeguard received earlier complaints of tingling or other odd sensations.

What should I do if I think I’m being shocked while in the water?



Immediately turn off all power. If the power is not turned off, rescuers can also become victims.
Call or have someone else call 9-1-1.

After completing the above steps, the American Red Cross also recommends:






Using a fiberglass Shepherd’s Crook, extend your reach to the victim and then follow these steps: Brace yourself
on the pool deck and extend the Shepherd’s Crook toward the victim. If the victim cannot grasp the Shepherd’s
Crook, use the loop to encircle the victim’s body and pull him or her, face-up, to the edge. Then,
Carefully remove the victim from the water, and
Position the victim on his/her back, and
Check the victim for breathing and, if the victim is not breathing, give two rescue breaths, and
Check the victim for signs of circulation (normal breathing, coughing, or movement in response to rescue
breaths) and if there are no signs of circulation, begin CPR. If there are signs of circulation, begin rescue
breathing.

*Resources: US CPSC and the American Red Cross.

Chemical Safety
Protect yourself and swimmers from the thousands of preventable injuries that occur each year!
Before Using Pool Chemicals:




Get trained in pool chemical safety (for example, during operator training
course)
Read entire product label or Safety Data Sheet before using or storing
Have an emergency plan in place

Using Pool Chemicals Safely:







Dress for safety by wearing appropriate safety equipment (for example, safety
goggles, gloves, and mask)
Read chemical product label before use:
o Handle chemicals in a well-ventilated area
o Open one product container at a time and close it before opening another
o Minimize dust, fumes, and splashes
o Measure carefully
Never mix:
o Chlorine products with acid; this could create toxic gases!
o Different pool chemicals (for example, different types of chlorine products) with each other or with any
other substance not specified on the label
o Use different utensils and containers for feeding different types of chemicals
Only pre-dissolve pool chemicals when directed by the product label
o If product label directs pre-dissolving, add pool chemical to water; NEVER add water to pool chemical
because violent (potentially explosive) reaction can occur.

Storing Pool Chemicals Safely:


Follow product label directions for chemical storage:
o Lock chemicals up to protect people and animals
o Separate incompatible chemicals (for example, acid and chlorine should NEVER be stored in the same
place)
o Keep chemicals dry and do not mix different chemicals (for example, different types of chlorine
products)
o Keep chemicals cool in a well-ventilated area away from sunlight
o Keep chemicals closed in original, labeled container
o Store liquid chemicals low to prevent accidental contact (for example, by leaking) with chemicals or
substances stored below them.

Disposal of Pool Chemical Containers:



Follow product label directions for safe disposal; never reuse containers
North Richland Hills residents can take household hazardous waste to the Environmental Collection Center (ECC)
at 6400 Bridge St., Fort Worth, TX. The ECC is open Thursday and Friday 11 a.m. - 7 p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m. - 3
p.m. You will need to show your driver’s license or other valid ID to show that you are a North Richland Hills
resident. Visit http://nrhtx.com/152/Household-Hazardous-Waste for more information.

Join the Effort to Prevent Drowning in North Richland Hills!

We want you to join us!
There are lots of ways you can become involved helping us further the mission of water safety and drowning prevention.
One of the easiest ways you can help us is by liking or following our Facebook and Twitter pages, where we provide tips
about water safety and drowning prevention.
NRH Water Safety 365 Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/nrhws365
NRH Water Safety 365 Twitter Page: https://twitter.com/CaptPaxton
Below are some of our volunteer needs:
 Bringing WS365 brochures to each of your neighbors to help us spread the word
 Working a WS365 booth at an event
 Volunteering at the WS365 golf tournament
 Helping post to the WS365 social media pages
 Taking pictures for educational materials
 Taking part in quarterly WS365 committee meetings to help us plan future outreach
Don’t see something that interests you above? Email us at nrhws365@nrhtx.com with your ideas!

